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coffee wakes up the world
Technical  Data WMF presto!

Recommended daily / max. hourly output*

1 or 2 coffee bean hoppers

Choc- oder topping powder hopper

Twin topping powder hopper

(choc- and topping powder)

Rated power

External dimensions (width/height/depth)

Empty weight

Continuous sound pressure level (Lpa)**

 up to 150 cups

each approx. 500 g, optionally each approx. 1000 g

(large central coffee bean hopper not possible)

each approx. 500 g 

each approx. 500 g 

1/N/PE - 50 Hz/230 V

326 mm / 676 mm (incl. bean hopper) / 556 mm

approx. 30 - 40 kg

<70 dB (A)

* Depending on cup sizes and quality settings.
** The A-rated sound pressure level Lpa (slow) and Lpa (pulsed) at the operator‘s workplace 
 is below 70 dB (A) in every operating mode.
 Technical data subject to change. Errors and omissions anywhere in this leaflet reserved.

No sooner did it appear on the market than the WMF presto! won an 
award in one of the world’s major design competitions, the 
»reddot design award«. The »winner 2005« label ranks it with the best 
in design and business. The NRW Design Centre will vouch for the 
quality of that label.

Award-winning product design

Slim build
A WMF presto! is only a little 
bit wider than the long side of 
an A4 page. So there’s room for 
two even on the smallest coun-
ter.

Hot chocolate with milk 
appeal. Almost any creation 
involving milk, coffee, water and 
chocolate can be produced with 
lots of fresh milk.

Height-adjustable combi spout
The spout is easily adjustable to 
enable pots from 70 –180 mm tall to 
be filled (190 mm on models without 
a chocolate or topping hopper).

Large coffee grounds 
container
The large capacity coffee 
grounds container is centrally 
positioned for easy access.

Milk compartment
Milk packs are not particularly 
attractive to look at. A special 
compartment (for 1-1.5 l) keeps 
them neatly out of sight.

The intelligent WMF presto! 
Alter the quantity of ground 
coffee and all the other settings 
will be adjusted automatically. 
For consistently good coffee.

Top for cost-effectiveness
Unique cost-effectiveness in 
this sector makes this the 
perfect choice for the price-
conscious.

Automatic cleaning 
and descaling at the touch 
of a button. That saves time 
and cuts operating costs. 

Well thought-out hopper
The hoppers can be closed before 
removal, to make cleaning and 
refilling very much easier. 

Mobile coffee enjoyment 
A mobile station makes the 
WMF presto! even more flexib-
le. You can take your machine 
almost anywhere with you. All 
you need is a socket. 

Great design
Elegant by day and a shining 
example of attractive design 
ideas by night.

Hot rinse option
Press this pad to preheat all the 
parts in contact with the coffee. 
Hot Espresso, right from the very 
first cup.

Self-explanatory display
The display guides you through 
the machine, step by step. It also 
shows all the operating 
sequences as well as useful 
information. 

The »Barista pad«
The next brew can be made 
stronger or weaker as the client 
desires by means of this pad on 
the Touch-Screen-Display. 

Perfect coffee specialities
From Espresso to Chociatto, the 
WMF presto! does everything 
simply at the touch of a button 
and all in perfect quality.

Integrated milk cooler
Milk which is always cool means 
milk that keeps fresh longer and 
perceptibly optimised hygiene.

Auxiliary Units
The cup rack, the Cup & Cool 
or the vending units turn the 
WMF presto! into a team player, 
even in self-service mode.

Easy maintenance
You can do the basic 
maintenance yourself. That 
means fewer visits from the 
WMF Service Engineer.

Topping, Twinchoc or Twin topping
These easy to handle topping versions are primarily designed for office 
use. The twin topping version even allows mixed drinks to be prepared 
with coffee, milk topping powder AND choc.

Flexible water supply
Depending on request - the WMF 
presto! can be equipped with 
water  tank, constant water supply 
or with aqua-flex system (both 
options combined in ONE unit).
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Technical insert presto!
For all locations where no 
constant water supply is 
available or the internal 
water tank is not sufficient. 

3 basic models, with versions
The WMF presto! is available in 
three basic models. Each model 
can be customer optimised with 
the addition of numerous options
- simply quality Made in Germany. 

Milk low-level warning
New: Low-level warning of the 
external milk cooler is shown on 
the display of the coffee 
machine (not for all coolers 
of the WMF range possible).

Manual insert
A manual insert allows a second 
type of ground coffee to be 
used, even in the value-for-
money Economy Class (not 
possible with three product 
hoppers).

Clever key allocation
Key labelling is as brilliantly 
simple as product allocation.  
Simply slip in the ready-made 
labels. 

Filter cartridge
A filter cartridge in the water tank or 
a WMF in-line water filter extends maintenance intervals, enhances 
the taste and prolongs the life of your machine.

WMF                ... welcome world of coffee

Plug+Clean
The patented, optionally avai-
lable Plug+Clean milk cleaning 
system effortlessly cleans all 
parts in contact with milk.

Our own service fleet
More than 270 engineers ensure  
that you can always rely on 
your WMF presto!

WMF AG 
Coffee Machines International
D-73312 Geislingen/Steige, Germany
Phone: +49 73 31 - 25 8 4 82
Fax:     +49 73 31 - 25 8 7 92
professional@wmf.com 
http://www.wmf.com
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Environmentally friendly thanks to 
»Green WMF«
Reduced energy consumption, fewer 
chemicals and nearly complete recycling 
are just a few points of the sustainable 
WMF concept.

NEW!NEW!
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